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Infrastructure Building, Mobility, and Solidarity: P 48.1 - Morasko Kampus, room: 3.134
(11:00-12:45)
Room 3.134 In the past two decades, both cities and rural areas around the world gained new forms of
mobility and complexity in shaping human encounters. One perspective in anthropology is to see cities and
developing rural areas as sites for the confluence of infrastructures and cultures. Infrastructures here include
not only roads, railways, water pipes, or electric grids, but also media, Internet, and languages that allow for
the trafficking of people, goods, ideas, beliefs, and lifestyles. To think of infrastructures relationally requires
us to look at the ways in which old and new infrastructures are woven into the everyday workings of a locale,
and how they inform the distribution of resources, generate political contestation, and articulate the locality
with globalizing forces. Then, what kinds of forces are behind the establishment of these old and new
infrastructures? How do infrastructures become landscapes, and how do certain aesthetics mediate this
process? How do local, translocal and transnational people perceive, use, react or navigate such revamped
ways of connectivity? What kinds of politics, imaginaries, memories and belongings are emerging? How will
connections among people generate new forms of solidarities, albeit truncated ones? This panel welcomes
papers addressing emerging aspects of urban and rural lives across different sites in the global south, and
aims to develop understanding of the relations between infrastructure building, mobility, and solidarities.
- Conveners: Prof. Daming, Zhou; Prof. Chee-Beng, Tan

time title

presenter

11:00 Automated vehicle systems and hope for the revitalization of a depopulating area in
Japan

YAMAZAKI, Goro

11:20 Impacts of Roads on the Ethnic Dulong Communities in Southwest China and Their
Coping and Adopting Strategies

CHEN, Gang

11:40 Metamorphosis of Chengtoushan Village: A Case Study of Transformation of
Contemporary Rural China Based on Cultural Heritage

CAI, Zhijun

12:00 Chili Fever: The Modernization of Condiments in China's Urbanization

CAO, Yu

12:20 Cultural Heritage Development and Solidarity in Southwest China

TIAN, Qian

Infrastructure Building, Mobility, and Solidarity: P 48.2 - Morasko Kampus, room: 3.134
(15:30-17:15)
Room 3.134 In the past two decades, both cities and rural areas around the world gained new forms of
mobility and complexity in shaping human encounters. One perspective in anthropology is to see cities and
developing rural areas as sites for the confluence of infrastructures and cultures. Infrastructures here include
not only roads, railways, water pipes, or electric grids, but also media, Internet, and languages that allow for
the trafficking of people, goods, ideas, beliefs, and lifestyles. To think of infrastructures relationally requires
us to look at the ways in which old and new infrastructures are woven into the everyday workings of a locale,
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and how they inform the distribution of resources, generate political contestation, and articulate the locality
with globalizing forces. Then, what kinds of forces are behind the establishment of these old and new
infrastructures? How do infrastructures become landscapes, and how do certain aesthetics mediate this
process? How do local, translocal and transnational people perceive, use, react or navigate such revamped
ways of connectivity? What kinds of politics, imaginaries, memories and belongings are emerging? How will
connections among people generate new forms of solidarities, albeit truncated ones? This panel welcomes
papers addressing emerging aspects of urban and rural lives across different sites in the global south, and
aims to develop understanding of the relations between infrastructure building, mobility, and solidarities.
- Conveners: Prof. Daming, Zhou; Prof. Chee-Beng, Tan

time title

presenter

15:30 Mountain Trails as Infrastructure: Trekking Tourism and Development in Solukhumbu, FURUKAWA, Fukachi
Nepal
15:50 Algorithmic Justice in the Digital Age and Online African Stereotypes

GUANGXU, Ji

16:10 Infrastructure, aspirations and mobility: Western scholars in hybrid universities of
China

WANG, Bingyu

16:30 The “Relocalization” Practice and Ethnic Relation in urbanization of Xishuangbanna,
China

WANG, Xin
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Infrastructure Building, Mobility, and Solidarity: P 48.3 - Morasko Kampus, room: 3.134
(11:00-12:45)
Room 3.134 In the past two decades, both cities and rural areas around the world gained new forms of
mobility and complexity in shaping human encounters. One perspective in anthropology is to see cities and
developing rural areas as sites for the confluence of infrastructures and cultures. Infrastructures here include
not only roads, railways, water pipes, or electric grids, but also media, Internet, and languages that allow for
the trafficking of people, goods, ideas, beliefs, and lifestyles. To think of infrastructures relationally requires
us to look at the ways in which old and new infrastructures are woven into the everyday workings of a locale,
and how they inform the distribution of resources, generate political contestation, and articulate the locality
with globalizing forces. Then, what kinds of forces are behind the establishment of these old and new
infrastructures? How do infrastructures become landscapes, and how do certain aesthetics mediate this
process? How do local, translocal and transnational people perceive, use, react or navigate such revamped
ways of connectivity? What kinds of politics, imaginaries, memories and belongings are emerging? How will
connections among people generate new forms of solidarities, albeit truncated ones? This panel welcomes
papers addressing emerging aspects of urban and rural lives across different sites in the global south, and
aims to develop understanding of the relations between infrastructure building, mobility, and solidarities.
- Conveners: Prof. Daming, Zhou; Prof. Chee-Beng, Tan

time title

presenter

11:00 Building Border Infrastructure : Urbanization in Border Areas and the Imagination of
Economic Prosperity

CHAE, Hyun Jung

11:20 The Integration of Tourism Migrant Workers into Host Community: A Case Study of
Shuanglang Town, China

SUN, Jiuxia

11:40 From "Hometown of Overseas Chinese" to "Diaolou Country": the Construction and
Practice of Place Identity of Locals in the Background of Heritage Tourism
Development

WANG, Xueji
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